
Galapagos Islands Program Summary 

Animal Balance (AB) has worked in the Galapagos Islands since 2004, and is dedicated to resolving 
conflicts between people, wildlife, and domestic animals. The most ethical and effective solution to 
these conflicts is reducing the dog and cat population through sterilization via a community-based 
model. We collaborate with local partners to provide strategies on humane population management, 
veterinary and technician training, population mapping and census collection, targeted sterilization and 
vaccination clinics, humane animal handling training and interactive community events to celebrate the 
human-animal bond.  

Our primary focus is the Galapagos Islands, which it serves as a global model demonstrating our mission: 
to collaborate with communities in need to create sustainable and humane animal management 
programs, in order to prevent suffering and ignite social change. 

Humane Population Control 

In 2003, AB’s Director developed a comprehensive humane animal management program aimed at 
addressing the increasing cat and dog populations in the municipal areas of the Galapagos Islands. We 
provided the strategy, funds, equipment, medicines and skilled medical personnel. In 2004, we 
collaborated with CIMEI (the former ABG) and the Galapagos National Park Service (PNG) and 
methodically targeted community after community. By 2008, after intensive interventions on Santa 
Cruz, San Cristóbal and Isabela Islands, 80% of the cat and dog populations had been sterilized. The 
relationship between the community and its cats and dogs had evolved from semi-friendly street dog 
packs to a family pet situation. At this time the islands had become connected globally via the internet, 
which in turn created a market for pure bred dogs. All breeds of dogs were smuggled into the islands. 
People began breeding them and selling them. CIMEI collapsed due to lack of funding and in 2012 ABG, 
the government agency for biosecurity and quarantine, was formed and took over the management of 
cats and dogs. At this time, AB signed a 10-year agreement to collaborate with ABG to provide humane 
animal management services. Today, we work with ABG to conduct these services as the islands strive to 
maintain control of the introduction and expansion of introduced species. 

Projected Key Services from Animal Balance - October 2019 to September 2020 

● High-volume spay and neuter clinics in accordance with the American Veterinary Association 
Standards (AVMA) The provision of internal and external parasite treatments, microchips, 
identification tattoos, DHLP vaccinations, plus treatment of any injuries or other ailments as 
needed with the medical supplies, equipment and skill sets available. We will ideally provide 
three spay/neuter clinics in one year. 

 
● Provide the equipment and supplies that are required in order for the community to abide by 

the new spay/neuter and humane confinement ordinance once it is adopted. This will include, 
but is not limited to; collars, leashes, cages, traps, humane education materials, medicines, 
anesthesia machines, autoclaves and other medical equipment. In addition, research and 
identify regular shipping routes to the islands who will provide this service without cost. 

 
● Provide training to partner organizations in the following areas: veterinary training in 

spay/neuter techniques, prep and post-surgery care, humane dog trap training techniques and 
dog training classes.  



 
● Mapping of the Municipal Areas of San Cristobal aimed at recording the prevalence and status of 

free-roaming cats and dogs in each zone. Utilizing a GIS system, AB and ABG will document, via a 
hand-held app, the distribution of cats and dogs in targeted areas, create heat maps and then 
target our outreach and sterilization interventions in those target areas. 

 
● Act as the ‘Gatekeeper’ to the Galapagos Islands for all humane animal management 

organizations who formally request to assist with cat and dog population management. In 
addition, AB and ABG have developed a Bio-Ethics Board to ensure that all non-surgical products 
which are introduced for use in cats and dogs on the islands are reviewed and approved prior to 
their use. 

 
● Create a veterinary rotation program for the island of San Cristóbal, enabling a veterinarian to 

be on island throughout the year.  

Galapagos: BIG STEP 

Plastic: Refuse, Reuse, Recycle Program 

 In 2020, Animal Balance will launch the following programs: 

1. Bottles to Bricks – Collecting plastics for use as a building material for dog houses 
2. T-shirts to Totes – the eradication of the plastic bag 

Summary  

The very first spay/neuter clinics on the Galapagos Islands were started by Animal Balance in 2004, and 
they continue today. This unique, humane method for controlling the populations of cats and dogs has 
resulted in unprecedented protection of the resident species. Thousands upon thousands of cats and 
dogs have been sterilized and vaccinated for free over the past 16 years. The program has been such a 
huge success due in large part to the support from the local community, especially the authorities 
tasked with protecting resident species endemic to these islands. The community and authorities both 
recognized the positive outcomes of our program, and now advocate for it within the political structure 
on these islands. Animal Balance has played a vital role in humanely controlling the cat and dog 
populations on these islands over the past 16 years. But now the islands face a challenge which could 
prove far greater to control: PLASTIC. 

Background 

The Galapagos Islands are remotely situated 600 miles off the coast of Ecuador. Famed by Darwin’s 
Theory of Natural Selection, the archipelago has one of the most diverse and delicate ecosystems on our 
planet, with 2,900 marine animal species alone; of which 25% are endemic. This includes the only 
penguin species native to the northern hemisphere, the longest living vertebrate on earth, the giant 
tortoise, and many other exotic flora and fauna.  With a resident population of 30,000 people, and 
nearly 300,000 tourists visiting annually, the islands finite resources are being consumed beyond 
sustainable measures.  

The plastic comes directly to the islands influenced by three ocean currents: the cold South Equatorial 
current which flows westward from the Peruvian current that runs north along the continent of Latin 
America and turns west near the Equator. The warm Panama Current runs in from the north, and the 



deep-sea Cromwell Current runs from the west and is a source of upwelling when it hits the islands to 
bring nutrients from the bottom up to the surface layer. These currents also carry in plastic from all 
directions and deliver all forms of plastic, including most notably due to its danger to wildlife, large 
swaths of netting, to the Galapagos Marine Reserve from nearly every direction. 

Ever increasing human exploitation, combined with the three forces of ocean currents and no protective 
or preventative methods in place, means that the delicate ecosystems of the islands are being 
devastated on a level that will be irreparable within our lifetimes. A very important change must be 
made within the human communities on the islands as well as the tourists who visit. There must be 
social change in the way that people handle all forms of plastic on the Galapagos.  

Why Animal Balance? 

The good news is that Animal Balance has 16-years of experience, working with the Galapagos 
communities, using a grassroots community-based model, which essentially provides the missing tools 
enabling the community the ability to make different behavior choices. We created a cat and dog animal 
population control program for the Municipal areas of the three main islands in 2004, in partnership 
with ABG, the Municipality and the Park. Within a year, the program ignited social change and enabled 
the community to make the choice to take responsibility for their pets, thereby protecting the delicate 
species that also live there. The community on each island embraced the cat and dog program and then 
took it over, making it their own. The endemic and native species were better protected, and the 
community was able to take control of their cats and dogs and have a life-long relationship with them as 
‘pets’.  

Animal Balance’s proposed BIG STEP Program will copy this proven strategy and provide new tools to 
the community so they are empowered to refuse, recycle and reuse the plastics on their islands.  

The Strategy 

Animal Balance is proposing two programs: the first, we will upcycle worn clothes into reusable bags for 
locals & tourists to reduce demand for plastic bags and facilitate positive behavior change to support 
recent legislation. Our second program up-cycles plastic bottles with non-recyclable trash to build fences 
and dog houses throughout the islands, thereby helping to protect all species. 

1. The Eradication of the Plastic Bag 

The Galapagos passed a plastic bag ban in July of 2018; however, the governing council regulates the 
disposal of plastic bags, but NOT their importation, production, or retail use. Over 4.5 million plastic 
bags are used annually in the Galapagos. Only 1% of plastic bags are recycled and one bag takes 1,000 
years to decompose. This program will quickly implement an accessible alternative to reduce demand 
sustainably and ensure this ban is successful forever. 

In order to change the behavior of both the tourists and the community towards plastics, there has to be 
an alternative choice for a bag. Rather than purchase hemp tote bags and put our advertisement to 
promote the use of non-plastic bags, we decided to take the concept a step further, to make this a 
minimum waste program as it uses existing items. We are proposing that the islands switch from plastic 
bags to using upcycled t-shirts which are sewn into tote bags. There are no production costs, or further 
damage to the planet, by reusing an old t-shirt and converting it into a tote bag.  

We will first hold a pilot program to ensure that the community and the tourists will use the upcycled 
tote bags. This winter we have asked volunteers to save their t-shirts and sew them into tote bags. 
Within three weeks of asking, the US volunteers have already made 500 tote bags. We realized that 



volunteers in the US understand the importance of their help and even if they cannot travel to the 
islands, their old t-shirts can help save the islands from being destroyed by plastic bags.  

We will give a number of t-shirt totes to the main grocery stores and inform the shop keepers of the 
plan so they can tell everyone that they are not using plastic any longer and how easy it is to make a 
t-shirt tote bag. This will work if the local people on the islands inform their community and people are 
given the first tote to use as a model for future t-shirt/tote bags. 

We will work with each institution and the school districts to promote the program and encourage their 
endorsement, then their participation and finally their take-over of the logistics of the program locally, 
very similar to how we have implemented our humane animal management programs over the years.  

In February of 2020, we will identify which organization on San Cristobal is most engaged with the t-shirt 
to tote bags program and start working with them directly to send in more t-shirts with visiting tourists. 
The tourists would drop off their t-shirts with this organization.  

As we will need a sign for the tourists, we will ask permission from the airport authorities, to have a 
banner, made from old t-shirts as well, which will promote the program. When the tourists enter and 
leave the island, they will be asked to donate a t-shirt to reduce the use of plastic bags. 66,414 tourists 
visit directly into San Cristobal each year and most people pack too many clothes. By the time they 
leave, they will have seen the reason why these islands must be protected from plastics and will be 
compelled to donate a t-shirt. This is a very simple project that can easily be replicated on the other 
islands. The point is, it is fun, creative and removes the want or need to use plastic bags forever. 

 
2. Plastic Bottles to Eco-Bricks to Dogs Houses and Fences 

 
Overview 
According to the United Nations Environment Development Program, by 2050, it is anticipated that 
more plastic will infect our ocean by weight than fish. Over 1.5 million seabirds die annually from plastic 
entanglement and indigestion. Over 8 million tons of plastic enter our ocean annually, and we as a 
global community have a responsibility to come together to establish viable, efficient, and swift 
resolutions. New research outlines the dangers of microplastics contaminating our food, rain, including 
drinking water, and air with an estimated 15-51 trillion microplastic particles floating on our ocean’s 
surface. Incredibly, if the plastics industry were a country, it would be the 4th largest Co2 emitter behind 
China, the U.S, and India. As mentioned earlier, the Galapagos Islands is in the path of three major ocean 
currents that act like freeways, dumping off the plastic they carry into the Galapagos Marine Reserve, 
potentially killing everything it comes into contact with.  

On land, San Cristobal Island produces 4.17 tons of solid waste per day and a mere 10% is recycled. 
Combined with the impact of over 250,000 tourists each year, this is not a sufficient solution. It does 
nothing to address plastic usage or give alternatives to the community, it simply moves the problem to 
Guayaquil. We aim to not only reduce plastic consumption, but to change people’s behaviour in what 
they do with the plastics that they encounter each day.  

Program 

The Eco-Brick idea began in Central and Latin America as a way to reuse plastics to build items that 
communities could not afford, such as houses and walls.  Essentially, the community collects their 
plastics and fills 2-liter plastic bottles with those pieces of cut up plastic. The bottles, full of other plastics 
become eco-bricks. Walls and buildings are created with the eco-bricks using cement and chicken wire. 



We will use the eco-bricks to build dog houses and dog fences to protect ALL the species of the 
Galapagos Islands. 
 
The new ordinance of San Cristobal will require that all pets be spayed or neutered. Animal Balance will 
help achieve that goal through our veterinary program. However, the ordinance also states that the 
dogs are no longer allowed to be loose on the streets or beaches and must be confined, or on a leash 
when outside the home.  
 
Animal Balance has started  a collar and leash donation program which continues to collect donated 
collars and leashes from all over the US. These will be distributed to the community to empower 
community members to take responsibility for their pets and at the same time protect the delicate 
animals who share the island. 
 
Dog houses and fences are really only available when imported from the mainland. The other option of 
course, is to build them, however, materials are expensive. The plastic eco-bricks that are derived from 
the community's own plastic, will serve as free building blocks for the dog houses and fences.  
 
In February of 2020, we will launch the Bottle to Bricks program. We will ask everyone to collect plastic 
to create sufficient eco-bricks to build a dog-house and part of a wall. We will demonstrate to the 
community how easy and fun it is to build the dog houses when we return in May. 
 
We will form partnerships with schools and hotels and set up the plastic bottle collection process on San 
Cristobal Island. When Animal Balance returns in May for the spay and neuter clinic, we will also bring in 
volunteers to help build the dog houses for this pilot program. 
 
These are two new programs to the Galapagos Islands. They are grassroots, community-based and both 
are pilot programs to find out if the community and the tourists will participate. We have chosen 
timelines that are achievable and complement our efforts with our veterinary program. When we 
conduct outreach in each home for one program, we will talk about them all as they are all 
interconnected, as is the web of life and death on the Galapagos. These simple programs will take root 
and ignite social change on the islands so that the silent killer, plastic, is used to help protect lives, 
instead of destroying them. 

If you would like further information about the Galapagos Islands program, please contact Emma 
Clifford at clifford@animalbalance.org 

 


